


Introducing the new Tetbury free-standing timber vanity units from 
The Bathroom Furniture Co. Each cabinet has been meticulously 
designed and manufactured in the UK – blending superior 
craftsmanship and the finest materials with a close attention to 
design detail and practicality.

There is a choice of three splendid new free-standing designs to select from, each boasting impressive good looks and practical storage 
options, perfect for creating a luxurious bathroom environment. Choose between smart cabinets with full height doors or large drawers for 
desirable storage or open shelving for a softer more decorative look to your bathroom.

1 Detail of four door cabinet, shown in Painted Slate.

2 Four door cabinet, shown in Painted Slate.21



Tetbury is available in an exclusive palette of 25 stunning colours as well as a Natural Oak finish, allowing you to create a bathroom design 
that reflects your personal style. Light and relaxed tones such as Mussel or Bone make your bathroom a beautiful haven of ultimate 
relaxation whilst the stronger shades create a confident, elegant scheme. 

1 Solid surface with integral basin.

2 Detail of tall boy shown in Painted Mussel.

3 Detail of two door and shelving cabinet, shown in Painted Bone.

4 Two door and shelving cabinet in Painted Bone.

5 Two door and double drawer cabinet with decorative plinth, shown in Painted Mussel.
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For enduring style appeal and an assurance of quality and strength, opt for a solid surface for your vanity unit. Choose from five stunning 
finishes that range from delicate neutrals to dramatic dark tones, each carefully selected to coordinate with the painted palette.

Finishes (left to right)

Black Storm (BS)

Carrara White (CW)

Ice Crystal (IC)

Nimbus Grey (NG)

White (WE)



Give your bathroom a luxurious look  
with a free-standing Tetbury vanity  
unit – sophisticated design is coupled  
with a delicious combination of  
premium timber and colourways.

Embrace an effortless style with these elegant freestanding units. Exuding quality and timeless appeal the classical in-frame door design is 
enhanced with the painted finish, which delicately reveals the subtle woodgrain patterning, so desirable in timber furniture.
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